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Abstract 

Ernest Kessler was born July 14, 1920 in Vienna, Austria to Irma Epler and Leopold Kessler.  
The family spoke German at home.  He has little knowledge of his parents’  youth so wrote an 
autobiography for his own great-grandchildren.  There was an eight year difference between him 
and his brother, Walter, and sister, Frieda, who were born before World War I.  His father owned 
the Kessler Mattress Factory.  He used compressed material from Africa which was fluffed up to 
make a mattress with no coils.  They had four or five employees and his mother was the 
bookkeeper so they had a maid to cook, clean and babysit.  He saw Nazis with rifles and the 
Communists had a housing development for workers.  Ernest lived in a mixed neighborhood and 
attended public school and later a technical gymnasium.  Besides the maid, a student took care of 
him and he went skiing with his sister.  Anti-Semitism got worse in the middle 30s and the 
synagogue was vandalized.  After Austria was occupied by the Nazis, Ernest was moved to the 
back of the room in school for three months until graduation at 18.  His father sold the store and 
they planned to go to Australia but a cousin from NY sent Ernest an affidavit.  He went alone by 
train to Amsterdam and then a ship to NY as he wanted to travel regardless of the political 
situation.  His sister went to England as a domestic and his brother went to Italy.  As the situation 
worsened, his parents bought a visa to a Central American Island but they could not go West so 
went East on the Russian railroad and ended up in Shanghai.  They arrived in the US in ’47.  
Ernest was disappointed to see the many ugly fire escapes and boxy cars with running boards in 
Manhattan.  He rented a room in the Bronx and worked as an electrician until the owner’s 
relative took over the job.  Then Ernest worked in the garment industry in Manhattan where he 
sorted dresses into boxes.  His siblings came to the US.  Upon the advice of the HIAS Jewish 
Agency, Ernest moved to Minnesota to enter a training program in electronics.  He learned 
English from his co-workers.  War broke out and Ernest returned in ‘42 to NY to sign up for the 
draft and was chosen for the Medical Corps.  After two weeks training, he volunteered for 
Military Intelligence so went to Fort Richie, Maryland.  There he had training with a mixture of 
people including officers and received map training and map contour training.  He was shipped 
to Scotland where he guarded prisoners from Africa by carrying rifles with no bullets. The Army 
newspaper gave out incorrect news as the enemy might obtain it.  Ernest was placed in a team 
that was attached to different outfits where needed.   He did interrogation and interpretation.  He 
was moved to an isolation camp before the Normandy invasion which he arrived at one day after 
the invasion.  The Battle of the Bulge took place in cold and snowy weather and they were ill 
equipped until General Patton took over.  Then Ernest was attached to the Bremen Counter-
Intelligence Corps where he worked in denazification and the Black Market and saw the end of 
the war. After the war he came home and learned about concentration camps for the first time as 
never saw one. His parents and his brother settled in the Bronx.  He married Rose after the war 
and they visited Vienna twice.  After the interview, Ernest shows his Austrian passport, the first 
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page with no Nazi stamp as it was before ’38, the 2nd page with his photo, a page indicating Nazi 
authority, his father’s passport with Nazi insignia and the letter, “J” for Jewish, a page in 
Russian, an Army weapons brochure, an Army Officer’s notebook of insignia and buttons, and a 
photo of an unofficial visit to France when his unit was stationed in Germany. 
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